A Total War Inspired Prototype
Hook: The Old World and the many realms beyond are lands forged and shaped by war. Armies of thousands march into battle
for many purposes: to defend their homes, seek vengeance on a hated foe, and to conquer new lands. Be
reborn as a legendary Lord, take control of your Faction and fight for all they desire as you expand your
reign and eradicate your foes.

Description: Unlock your strategy skills to take control and lead an army into the very lands of the
opposition. Whether its reclaiming land, redeeming your honour, or simply for war, charge head first into
each battle in this breath-taking expansive fantasy world.
Utilise an array of Warriors, Archers, and Wizards to strategically plan out each encounter and command your forces in a small
real-time strategy combat. Discover more about each Faction as you aim to achieve the very essence of their creation of conquest,
dominating the continent they reside within and decimating their opponents.

Features:
A breath-taking fantasy world – Explore a world full of history, fallen
civilizations, and hidden secrets as you aim to capture the opponents Castle.
Warhammer inspired worldbuilding – Read through and pick familiar Factions,
Races, and Classes; customising your own playstyle as you please.
A world fuelled with memories – Explore the familiar Warhammer world and its
infamous landmarks, zooming out to see its full wonder.
A strategic real-time unique combat system – Learn to outsmart and outwit your
opposition as you master the puzzle elements of the strategy combat.
The vortex awakens…

Technical Features:
Custom A* pathfinding algorithm and self-wrote AI behaviour trees from
the campaign map, to the intricate battle screen.
A hand-painted and modelled terrain, personally sculpted with each tree,
rock, and blemish placed strategically.
Visual cohesion with custom shaders to blend numerous assets together,
as well as the self-created visual filters and effects.

Call to Action: Conquer all who stand in your path through this turn-based strategy real-time tactics game set in the
Warhammer universe.

